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The trip was incredible, it was an 
unforgettable experience. I had a 

great time and I would like to 
repeat that experience again. I 

hope that, like me, all participants 
had had a great time. My favorite 
parts were the boat and the party 

we had at the limassol school. 
 

Carolina González Iglesias (student)
 

It was very fun and interesting. I have new 

friends from other countries and I speak very 

much English. The island was fantastic, 

interesting and very beautiful. They give us a 

very good welcome and they were very kind. 

 
 

Alma Bahillo Marcos  (student) 

 

The trip to Cyprus has been a great and very good experience, personally what I liked the most about it were its meals and its wonderful views. It was great to have participated in the activity. Joel Lozano Osorio  (student) 
 

The trip to Cyprus is incredible, an 
unique experience. Limassol is 

beautiful and I hope we can repeat 
this experience.

 
Triana Fernández Trigueros (student)

 

It has been a wonderful experience 
in which I have been able to meet 

new friends from different countries 
and get to know new wonderful 

places. I loved going because I liked 
its traditions and culture. I definitely 
took great memories from Cyprus.

 
Izan Gago González (student)
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The IES GINER DE LOS RÍOS, LEÓN, has participated since the 2019-2020 school year in the Erasmus +
KA229 project, which is called “THE POWER OF UNDERSTANDING”, and which has been carried out
together with other European partners: Romania, Lithuania, Croatia, Cyprus, and Portugal. 
2 teachers and 5 students from IES GINER DE LOS RÍOS, who are studying 2nd and 1st year of ESO
participated in the last Transnational Exchange in Cyprus, from 4 to 8 April 2022, whose objectives, among
others, are to improve the communicative competence in English, offer equal opportunities and get
motivation towards learning. 
This experience has helped our students “to better understand the values   of other cultures, to promote
open and tolerant attitudes among students, and to increase their motivation and confidence”. By
presenting different topics such as “Healthy habits in IES GINER de los RÍOS” and “Traditional embroidery
in the province of León”, our pupils could develop their self-esteem and take increasing responsibility and
autonomy. They have also made friends for life! 
In short, it has been an incredible experience for the students. Not only for educational reasons, but also,
for their personal growth as individuals.   
ANA I. FERRERAS VALLADARES. TEACHER

 

It has been a pleasure to participate in this meeting with people from different countries. We have
shared experiences, trips, conversations, learnings and endearing moments. We have truly felt the
power of understanding, overcoming language difficulties.
From the myths of Ancient Greece we have travelled through time and  space  and our heroes have
brought us together. Their bravery and their  fortitude  have built our history;  but the best thing
about heroes is that they are still with us. There will always be heroes, famous or anonymous,
supporting us in the difficult task of living.  
Thanks to all the participants in this unforgettable meeting for the knowledge they have provided
and, above all, for the emotions they have awakened in us.

CARMEN HONRADO GONZÁLEZ. TEACHER
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Croatia: a fusion of cultures and traditions to discover. A
pleasant experience!

LUIS MANUEL ARIAS BLANCO. TEACHER

So much to learn, so much to share,

JULIA DE LA TORRE GROBAS. TEACHER
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I liked a lot the experience in 
Crotia. I would repeat.

 
Neus (student)

 

It was an amazing 

experience in which I 

met a lot of people and 

improve my English.
 

Miriam (student)
 
 

It has been a wonderful trip full of unique 

experiences and a stay in a very 

comfortable and welcoming 

environment. The city is very beautiful

and the people there are very nice. 
 

Hamilton (student) 

The expirence in Croacia was
really good, especially the
people of the school.

 
Germán (student)

Erasmus is an incredible 
experience I recomend it a lot.

 
Rebeca (student)
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